PAINTING STUDY
Imaging, Chemical analysis, dating
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OBJECTIVES
The scientific analysis of a painting answers various concerns:
-

Characterization of the pictorial techniques,
Attendance at the restoration/preservation of the works of art,
Falsifications research…

The results obtained come as a complement of a stylistic expertise.
The analysis brings objectives data essential to the knowledge of the work of art such as:
- Research of a signature,
- prominence of underlying drawings,
- visualization of pentiments,
- identification of restorations,
- characterization of the different materials used,
- dating of the support (canvas, wood, paper,…)
Our work is the object of a critical synthesis report gathering all the photographic documentation and the
complementary analysis results.

CIRAM promises to answer these problematics in the
strict respect of a rigorous scientific reasoning.

MEANS IMPLEMENTED
Imaging in raking light
This study is realised with a powerful halogen lamp, diffusing a cold light.
The shootings are realised thanks to a digital camera.
This method of observation of the work of art underlines all the asperities of the surface and the reliefs
(cracks, eventual upheavals or sinkings of the pictorial substance). It permits to characterize the state of
preservation of the varnish and of the paintings grounds, the presence of deteriorations and of eventual
restorations.

Views of detail, in raking light. The areas
surrounded by dotted lines seem to present
a nexus of superficial crackings denser than
on the rest of the painting. Oil painting, Fine
arts museum of Pau.
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Views of details, in raking light. The area is
characterized by long regular crackings.
Besides, we observe lines marked along the
right arm, at the level of the head and between
the wing and the left arm (arrows). It could
suggest the presence of pentiments. Oil
painting, Fine arts museum of Pau.
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Image in Ultra-Violet spectra
The luminous source used for this study is constituted by a whole of neon lights lighting up in the ultra-violet
(black light).
The shootings are realised thanks to a digital camera. They permit to present the whole work of art and
detailed areas.
This method of observation of the surface of the canvas makes particularly visible the surpaints of surface
present over the varnish. Indeed, the lighting used engenders the fluorescence of the materials constituting
the varnish in a visible way depending on their age. The fluorescence variations make appearing a relative
chronology between different moments associated to modifications of the surface of the work of art.

Views of detail, in natural lighting and ultra violet spectra. We observe a dark transversal band and
different fluorescence areas corresponding to restoration points having required a re-varnishing located
and/or the use of pigments different from those employed initially. Oil painting, private collection.

Infrared reflectography (IR)
The shots can be performed in the spectral range of the
infrared, using the OSIRIS camera, the latest generation High
Definition IR system. The images are immediately available on
multiple media types (laptop, screen, projector, tablet...).
Infrared reflectography generally permits to reveal underlying drawings, pentiments
and eventual surpaints. A hidden signature or any other writing invisible to the naked
eye can also be searched with this approach.

CIRAM uses the Osiris
IR camera.

Views of detail, in white light (left) and in infrared reflectography (right). This method of imaging underlines the sharpness of the
underlying drawing of the eyebrows. Oil painting, private collection.
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X-Ray radiography imaging
The X-Rays, of high energy, penetrate all the layers of painting and of preparation of the canvas and permit
to obtain an image of the repartition of the materials according to their density.
X-ray radiography also permits to appreciate the preservation state of the work of art showing restoration
areas, underlined by discontinuities in the image.
Besides, it constitutes an efficient tool to characterize the presence of pentiments and surpaints.
The important flexibility of our equipment permits to analyse in situ works of art of all dimensions.
Then, digital images are treated in negative, to emphasize the contrasts and to facilitate the underlining of
eventual "anomalies". In that case, the pigments of high density appear clearer on the shootings.
Besides, to reveal some specific details, we also present the X-ray radiography images in their “positive”
form: so the denser elements are darker on the shootings.
These information are notified case by case.

The radiography shootings can present the whole painting after digital reconstruction or detailed areas
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Pentiments and surpaints examples

The radiography underlines a pentiment at the
level of the hand. Oil painting, private
collection.

The X-Ray radiography underlines the presence of a
cow, clearly identifiable, behind the vegetal lot and a
part of the dirt track. Oil painting, private collection.
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Raman, PIXE, IRTF...
These techniques permit to characterize the chemical composition of the pigments, of the minerals, of the
binders and of the painting grounds.
Example of SEM study
An easel painting pigments analysis is going to permit to determine its chemical nature and to estimate the
chronological compatibility between its use and the supposed era of the work of art.
The following example concerns a sample of white pictorial layer

Views of detail of the sample of white pictorial material. The white colouring is homogeneous. The indented texture of the sample
suggests that it’s a painting with an acrylic binder (left: metallographic microscopy, dark area, x200; right : SEM, ES, x450).

The elementary analysis of this white pictorial layer (Fig. 10) indicates that it is principally composed of zinc,
with traces of silicon and of iron. These two last elements can correspond to an adjoining pictorial layer.
The zinc is correlated to the presence of zinc oxide, ZnO, generally designated as pigment of « zinc
white ». This pigment was widely diffused from 1850 and it is still used today

EDX spectra of the white pictorial layer. It is principally composed of zinc. This is a
pigment of zinc white
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The second example concerns a sample showing a blue coloration with numerous white to grey
punctuations (Fig. 11). These punctuations can correspond to a white preparation layer and/or to the
mineral associated to the blue pigment.

General view of the sample of blue pictorial
material. We observe a blue coloration
associated to white to grey punctuations.
(Stereomicroscop, x100).

The analysis of the blue pictorial layer (Fig. 12) shows that it is principally composed of silicon, potassium
and calcium that correspond to the vitreous matrix. We also detect cobalt, responsible of the blue
coloration.
The presence of cobalt, of iron, of manganese and of arsenic suggests the use of ores of cobalt
(skutterudite, cobaltite…) for the preparation of this "frit" of cobalt. This is a smalt pigment.
The lead marks detected at the level of the blue pictorial layer correspond to the use of lead carbonate
(white lead or ceruse). This pigment may have been used as mineral and/or as white painting ground.
Cobalt is used as blue pigment of the vitreous materials (glaze, enamel, glass) since the ancient Egypt. In
th
European graphic arts its making and use become a standard from the 16 century.

S

View in detail and EDX spectra of the blue pictorial layer. Observation with high magnification of a vitreous phase of smalt
(S) associated to microparticuls of white lead (arrows). We detect silicon, potassium, calcium, iron, cobalt, arsenic and
manganese. This composition corresponds to the blue pigments of smalt kind. (SEM, ERD, x700).
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Example of RAMAN study
The study by micro-spectrometry Raman is no destructive; that’s why no sample is necessary.
The examples of Raman study shown below reveal the presence of compounds corresponding to sulphate
of barium (barytine) (Fig. 13), to white lead or ceruse (Fig. 14) or to black carbon (Fig. 15).

a/
b/

a/
b/

Raman spectra of a pictorial layer (a/) compared to
the one of the barytine (b/). One of the compounds
of this layer corresponds to sulphate of barium.

Raman spectra of a pictorial layer (a/) compared to
the one of white lead (b/). One of the compounds of
the layer corresponds to ceruse.

a/
b/
Raman spectra of a pictorial layer (a/) compared to
the one of the black carbon (b/). One of the
compounds of this layer corresponds to a black
pigment made with black carbon or lamp-black.
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Dating by dendrochronology or Radiocarbon14
These techniques give chronological information about the support (canvas, wood, paper…) and/or the
stretcher, which are complementary of the stylistic analysis of the work of art.
Example of dating by Radiocarbon 14
After cleaning of the wood sample and extraction of the CO2, the different carbon isotopes are separated
14
by mass spectrometry. Then, the concentration in C is determined by comparing simultaneously the
14
13
12
measures of C, C and C with the ones of reference products (oxalic acid, CO2, coal).
14
The conventional age C is calculated with the method described by Stuiver and Polach (Radiocarbon
13
19/3 (1977), 355); it considers the correction of the isotopic fragmentation (δ C), based on the comparison
13
12
14
12
of the concentration ratio C/ C and C/ C.
14
The uncertainty of measure (σ) merge the statistical uncertainties of the counting of the C residual, the
variability of the measures and the effects of the subtraction of the « white ».
The calendar age is calculated thanks to the following calibration:
“CALIB rev 4.3” (Data set 2, 1998 decadal atmospheric data), Stuiver et al., Radiocarbon 40 (1998), 1041 - 1083.

In the example presented below, a sufficient quantity of carbon was extracted of the sample, and a signal
13
of satisfactory intensity was obtained during the measurement by AMS. The value of δ C is normal. The
results are reliable.
Fraction
wood, alkaline residue, 4.1 mg C

pMC corrected
96.63 ± 0.33

Conventional age
275 ± 30 BP

13

δ C(‰)
-24.13 ± 0.09

Radiocarbon age:

276 ± 28 years BP

Calibrated age:

cal AD

1643

1 Sigma
(Probability 68,3 %)

cal AD

1527 - 1554 (Probability 28,7 %)
1632 - 1658 (Probability 39,6 %)

2 Sigma
(Probability 95,4 %)

cal AD

1518 - 1596 (Probability 47,7 %)
1620 - 1666 (Probability 46,7 %)
1783 - 1790 (Probability 1,0 %)
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In this example, the wood of the support is dated by Radiocarbon14 between the beginning of the 16
th
century and the second half of the 17 century.
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